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Specialist manufacturing and support 
services for automated production

Denny Bros Engineering is a manufacturer of automated assembly machinery, and also 
provides precision engineering, automation, and process systems integration services.

We have a proud reputation for providing reliable, quality engineering work. 
Everything we do is produced to the highest quality standards using sector-leading 
specialist knowledge. This commitment to creating reliable solutions helps build 
long-lasting customer relationships.

Your quality and environmental choice

We are ISO 9001 & ISO 14001 certified, providing 
assured quality and reflecting our commitment to 
protecting our community and surroundings, and 
making the day to day running of our business more 
efficient and sustainable.

In-house expertise

We manufacture complex 
machinery, premium quality 
precision engineered parts, and 
intelligent control systems.

We have assembled the finest 
team of skilled machinists, fitters, 
and mechanical, electrical and 
software engineers.

With headquarters in Bury St 
Edmunds, Suffolk, we supply 
customers throughout the 
UK, and worldwide.

Automation machinery manufacture

Tailored to each application, designed and 
built to be integrated with existing systems, 
minimising downtime, improving productivity 
and ensuring compliance.

System automation and integration

Specialist background in the production of 
automated production lines means we can 
help incorporate your ideas and technology 
into bespoke systems.

Electrical control panels

Build and supply of new panels. Wiring, fault 
finding and PLC programming. We can also 
help with fault diagnosis and upgrades.

Design support and consultancy

Keeping your production running smoothly 
and efficiently - troubleshooting, process 
analysis, fault finding, upgrades and more.

Tool room services

Including press tools, jigs, fixtures, mould tool 
and die manufacture, repairs, upgrade and 
modifications.

Precision component manufacture

Working with manufacturers, operators and 
service technicians of process and production 
machinery, to produce parts and assemblies 
accurately and quickly.
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